
Community Partners provides HBS alumni with volunteer opportunities 
to apply their business skills and make meaningful contributions to the 
local nonprofit community. 

COMMUNITY PARTNERS 

Community Partners’ impact extended well beyond its consulting services 
to include: 

 Launching the Community Partners Leadership Award to recognize 
excellence and innovation in nonprofit management; 

 Developing speaker events featuring nonprofit leaders; and 

 Managing HBSCNY’s scholarship program for the HBS Executive 
Education programs in nonprofit management. 

 

Volunteer now... 

www.hbscnycommunitypartners.org 
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2014 | 2015 

Annual Report 

In 2014-15, Community Partners engaged nearly 300 alumni on pro bono 
consulting and brainstorming projects for nonprofit clients.  HBS alumni 
volunteers served on 45 projects for nonprofits and Community Partners 
delivered the equivalent of $5.3 million in pro bono consulting services to 
nonprofit organizations. 

A Program of the Harvard Business School Club of New York 

 What Our Volunteers Say  What Our Clients Say 
“Community Partners perfectly  
connects HBS alumni who want to 
get more involved in their          
community with nonprofits who 
need their business skills and      
acumen." 

— Anthony Gellert ‘97 
Community Partners Volunteer 

As volunteers, HBS alumni are energized by working together, applying 
their business skills to nonprofit management issues, and connecting with 
nonprofit organizations. Our projects are organized across four Interest 
Groups:  Arts & Culture, Education, Environment & Health, and Social 
Services.  With this broad range of clients, we enable our volunteers to 
strengthen organizations they are passionate about and address a variety 
of issues, including strategic planning, marketing, finance, governance 
and organizational development.   

 

Alumni can participate in our 3-4 month consulting projects involving      
10-15 hours per month or in single evening brainstorming sessions. All 
project  roles are structured so they are manageable for alumni, including 
those with full time jobs.  

 Expanding Our Impact 

 Alumni Volunteer Experience  

 2014-15:  Another Strong Year  

In 2014-15, our four Interest Group            
Committees completed 32 projects and 
launched 13 additional projects that are       
currently underway.  Community Partners’ 299 
volunteers represented 207 unique alumni, 
many of whom participated on multiple       
projects.  

“The Community Partners team 
helped us to define our challenge 
in a new way…”  

— Sarah Charlop-Powers, Executive Director,  

Natural Areas Conservancy 

“The recommendations were on 
point, practical and useful.”  

— Jasna Radonjic, Managing Director, 
The National Jazz Museum in Harlem 

Volunteers overwhelmingly agree 
that they would consider working 
on a future Community Partners 
Project. 

Nonprofit clients are unanimous 
when asked if they would recom-
mend Community Partners to 
other nonprofits. 

100% 98% 98% of volunteers say they would    

encourage fellow alumni to volunteer. 



James Fincher ‘03, Richard Kane ‘68*, Bettina Klein ‘92,              

John O’Donnell ‘77, Barry Puritz ‘65, Charles Toder ‘62* 
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Margaret Brown ‘84*, Meg Langan ‘92, Cornelius Marx ‘67*,       
Margaret Poster ‘76, Jessica Ziegler ‘84 

Leo Corbett ‘75, Edward Dubin ‘95, Alex Mandl ‘02,  
Clare Peeters ‘00*, Stacy Schwartz ‘03*, Andrew Silbiger ‘96 

Hal Kennedy ‘84*, Joanne Lim ‘99, Calvin Mew PMD ‘84*,           
Brad Schrader ‘80, Cathy Stephenson ‘90 

The Arts & Culture Committee connects alumni with the vibrant           
cultural scene of New York City through opportunities to strengthen 
organizations offering dance, music, theatre and museum experiences. 
We have served a broad spectrum of organizations of all sizes involved 
in the  performing arts, visual arts, cross-cultural  awareness and arts 
education.  

The Education Committee provides alumni the chance to apply their  
passion for education towards strengthening schools and an array of 
organizations delivering educational services, supplemental educational 
programs, and other offerings that support educational missions. The 
breadth of our project work has included growth and strategic          
challenges that appeal to alumni with interests in traditional and non-
traditional learning environments. 

The Environment & Health Committee provides opportunities for alumni 
to help protect and enhance our environment and to  ensure a healthier 
society. Environmental organizations with which we have worked include 
those addressing energy and water usage, emissions and waste, and 
safeguarding the City’s lands and waters. Other nonprofits we have  
assisted have focused on strengthening community health, addressing 
issues such as prevention, early detection and treatment of diseases, 
healthy aging, nutrition, and active lifestyles.  

The Social Services Committee unites alumni with nonprofits that offer 
vital social services to those in need. Our client organizations deal with 
matters that include youth development, homelessness, legal aid,  
women’s issues, domestic violence, and poverty. In addition to our work 
with organizations focused on the Greater New York area, we have 
organized projects for nonprofits based locally whose impact is global.  

 

We would like to thank David Theobald, who 

stepped down from his role as Co-Chair of 

Community Partners, for his exceptional   

service over five years.   David joined the 

Social Services Committee in 2009, became 

Committee Co-Chair in 2010, and began 

serving as Board Co-Chair in 2011.  During David’s tenure, 

Community Partners’ scale grew substantially, while new 

processes and infrastructure were adopted to promote 

strong quality levels.  David will remain involved as Emeritus 

Director and we look forward to his continuing guidance and 

support.  We offer our deepest appreciation to David for his 

energetic leadership, impeccable character, and warm 

friendship.   

Fellow Co-Chair Ava Zydor and the Community Partners 

Board welcome David’s successor, Andy Cheskis, as new 

Co-Chair. 

Arts & Culture 

Education 

Environment & Health 

Social Services 

Interest Group Committees 

ALUMNI 
Sign up for projects at www.hbscnycommunitypartners.org 
 

NONPROFITS 
Learn about our services at www.hbscnycommunitypartners.org 

Questions? 
Email us at communitypartners@hbscny.org or call 212-947-7787 

Get Involved 

 

 

Community Partners has had 
another exciting and impactful 
year.  We continue to harness the 
skills of HBS alumni who are   
committed to strengthening      
nonprofit organizations in the New 
York area.  We work with a vibrant   
cohort of alumni volunteers who choose to “make a          
difference” by collaborating with fellow alumni on pro bono 
consulting projects and other Community Partners initiatives.  
 
We have achieved significant scale in our consulting       
services due to the effectiveness of our model, which we 
continually assess and improve. We organize teams of HBS 
alumni, who are energized by working together and applying 
their business skills to nonprofits that resonate with them.  
We only accept projects that are strategic in nature and in 
which the nonprofit’s chief executive will be directly involved.  
 
Our scale and impact are enabled by an engaged and    
cohesive leadership team of 27 Committee and Board  
members. The leadership team has helped sharpen our  
focus on streamlining operations, ensuring quality and 
measuring impact. 
 
We sincerely appreciate the efforts of our volunteers and 
encourage all HBS alumni in Greater New York to consider 
volunteering for a consulting or brainstorming project.  We 
announce our projects weekly and work with a wide range of 
admirable nonprofits.  This is a true win-win for our          
volunteers and clients, and we look forward to another    
exceptional year in 2015-16. 
 
Andrew Cheskis ‘84 and Ava Zydor ‘84 

David Theobald ‘91  
Co-Chair Recognition 

Letter from  
Community Partners Co-Chairs 

*Indicates Committee Co-Chair 
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Ability Beyond Disability has pioneered ways to help 
thousands of people discover their abilities and live as     
independently as possible within their communities.        
Volunteers brainstormed a new product introduction.  

2014-15 Projects 

American Liver Foundation facilitates, advocates and 
promotes education, support and research for the prevention, 
treatment and cure of liver disease. Volunteers are developing 
a long-term strategic planning process. 

Careers through Culinary Arts Program addresses the 
needs of at-risk youth using cooking as a tool to empower 
students for college and the workforce. Volunteers helped to 
develop an operational strategy.  

Coalition for Rainforest Nations (CfRN) 
works within the United Nations system to 
reverse the destruction of tropical          

rainforests. Volunteers are conducting a strategic assessment to help the 
organization determine future efforts. 

Flamenco Vivo Carlota Santana seeks to promote       
flamenco as a living art form and a vital part of Hispanic   
heritage by creating and performing quality dance works and 
providing arts education programs. Volunteers brainstormed 
to optimize its marketing plan.  

ECPAT-USA is a policy organization that seeks to protect 
every child’s basic human right to grow up free from the threat 
of sexual exploitation and trafficking. Volunteers brainstormed 
initiatives to raise awareness of the issue and organization. 

Crohn’s & Colitis Foundation of America 
seeks to cure Crohn’s disease and ulcerative 
colitis, and improve the quality of life of    

children and adults affected by these diseases. Volunteers assisted with 
a corporate partnership strategy.  

Adopt-A-Dog’s mission is to find safe, permanent and 
loving homes for companion animals, while enhancing their 
lives as well as the people who benefit from them. Volunteers 
guided the development of a strategic planning process. 

The China Institute aims to advance a deeper 
understanding of China through programs in   

education, culture, business and art in the belief that cross-cultural    
understanding strengthens our global community. Volunteers are      
designing a marketing and communications strategy and implementation 

Helen Keller International combats blindness and    
malnutrition by establishing programs based on evidence 
and research in vision, health and nutrition. Volunteers 
developed an innovative business strategy focused on 
corporate sponsorships. 

InterSchool Orchestras of New York creates              
opportunities for New York children to rehearse and perform 
music together in an ensemble. Volunteers are performing 
an analysis which will inform the process of developing a 
strategic plan.  

Girls Write Now is a community of professional   
writers dedicated to providing opportunities for          
underserved high school girls to develop their            
independent voices and write their way to a better future.  

Volunteers recommended an expansion strategy.   

Futures and Options works with students in NYC to 
overcome personal and economic challenges that might 
otherwise limit their career possibilities. Volunteers          
developed a marketing plan. 

Governor’s Island Alliance promotes the         
appropriate reuse of the  public spaces and historical 
structures of Governor’s Island, while celebrating its 
rich history. Volunteers brainstormed to help develop 
strategies for improving communications and         

community engagement. 

Hudson River Community Sailing develops leadership 
and academic success in underserved NY youth through 
sailing education. Volunteers are assisting with cost-
accounting, financial reporting, improving internal systems, 
and strategic planning for growth. 

Japan Society is committed to deepening the 
mutual understanding between the United States 
and Japan in a global context. Volunteers identified 
metrics for tracking social media goals via an initial 

brainstorming session, and then completed a consulting project to     
propose a methodology for a long term strategic planning process. 

Ghetto Film School educates, develops and     
celebrates the next generation of great American      
storytellers with workshops and high school          
programming. Volunteers are assisting in the        

development of a comprehensive marketing strategy.   

Friends of Materials for the Arts is a program of the 
Department of Cultural Affairs that collects materials from 
businesses and individuals and makes them available for 
free to arts nonprofits and NYC public schools.          
Volunteers brainstormed to increase corporate          
engagement.  

Artadia supports visual artists with unrestricted, 
merit-based awards and fosters connections to a    
network of opportunities. Volunteers first brainstormed 
issues regarding organizational structure, and then in a 

subsequent consulting project identified potential organizational       
structures for national growth. 

The Hunger Project seeks to end hunger and poverty by 
pioneering sustainable, grassroots, women-centered       
strategies and advocating for their widespread adoption in 
countries throughout the world. Volunteers are assisting with 
the strategic planning process with a particular focus on 
partnerships. 

Just Food connects communities and local farms with the 
resources they need to make locally grown food accessible to 
all New Yorkers. Volunteers assisted with a strategic          
communication plan.  

Literacy Inc (LINC)’s mission is to help at-risk 
children develop literacy skills by creating and 
sustaining partnerships with schools, parents, 

and neighborhood organizations. Volunteers are crafting an expansion 
strategy.  
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2014-15 Projects (cont’d) 

Natural Areas Conservancy works in partnership 
with the City of New York to steward 10,000 acres of 
forest and wetland citywide. Volunteers formulated 
recommendations to engage private donors in         
supporting the organization. 

New York Historical Society explores the history of 
New York and the nation through art and history exhibitions 
and public programs. Volunteers brainstormed innovative 
ways to increase event revenue. 

New York Sun Works builds innovative 
hydroponic farming labs to teach             

environmental responsibility and proficiency in STEM fields in NYC 
schools. Volunteers brainstormed to evaluate competing expansion   
options. 

Pajama Program’s mission is to provide new pajamas 
and books to children in need. Volunteers assisted in 
creating a scalable reading development model.  

Public Prep is a charter school group, 
emphasizing character development and 
STEM learning within a single gender 

environment. Volunteers are assisting with the development of a      
branding approach. 

Puppies Behind Bars trains prison inmates to raise 
service dogs for war veterans and explosive detection 
canines for law enforcement. Volunteers are           
developing an asset management strategy. 

Reach the World offers global educational                
opportunities to disadvantaged public school students in 
NYC by transforming the energy of volunteer world        
travelers into a mentoring and teaching resource.          
Volunteers assessed the feasibility of offering its content 
delivery platform as a fee-based service. 

Row New York empowers students from under-
resourced communities to build strength, gain       
confidence, and pursue excellence through the sport 
of rowing. Volunteers are developing an expansion 
strategy.  

Stephen Petronio Dance Company 
has performed in 26 countries    

throughout the world, including over 35 New York City engagements with 
18 seasons at  The Joyce Theater. Volunteers created a business plan 
for a new model for choreographic research and development. 

SUNY provides the people of New York with 
educational services of the highest quality, with the 
broadest possible access, representing all         
segments of the population. Volunteers             
recommended a governance and staffing support 

model for its University hospitals and academic medical centers. 

The Sylvia Center inspires young people 
and their families to eat well through hands-
on learning experiences on the farm and in 

the kitchen. Volunteers are evaluating options for growth. 

The TEAK Fellowship helps talented 
New York City students from low-income 
families gain admission to and succeed at 

top high schools and colleges. Volunteers reviewed and assessed     
metrics to communicate TEAK’s impact on its students. 

Washington Heights CORNER Project seeks 
to significantly improve the health and quality 
of life of people who use drugs. Volunteers 

helped the organization develop its strategic planning process in two 
phases.  

Youth I.N.C. improves the lives of youth 
through a unique venture philanthropy model 
that empowers, develops, and educates non-
profit organizations serving young people. 

Volunteers assisted in the development of a strategic planning program. 

YWCA Bergen County is dedicated to eliminating 
racism, empowering women and promoting peace, 
justice, freedom and dignity for all. Volunteers guided 
the development of a strategic plan. 

Music & Memory combats dementia and        
improves the quality of life of the elderly and infirm 
by using digital music technology to provide       
personally meaningful music to patients. Volunteers 
developed a scalable business plan. 

The National Jazz Museum in Harlem      
celebrates the knowledge and appreciation of 
jazz music through performances, exhibitions, 
workshops, and an archival collection of jazz 

artifacts. Volunteers helped to create a branding statement and         
developed a marketing plan. 

Literacy Partners strengthens families by 
empowering parents through education.        
Volunteers brainstormed to identify ways to   

optimize the organization’s real estate asset.  

She’s the First sponsors girls’ education in 
low income countries, giving them the chance to 
become the first in their families to graduate 
from secondary school. Volunteers are        

developing a qualitative and quantitative system for program evaluation. 

Safe Horizon’s mission is to provide support, 
prevent violence and promote justice for victims of 
crime and abuse, their families and communities. 
Volunteers helped to develop new products and   

services for non-philanthropic income.  

 

“This is our second time receiving support from   
Community Partners and on both occasions the     
projects have been tremendously valuable and have 
had a lasting impact on the organization.”  

     — Jacquie Berger,  
Former Executive Director, Just Food 
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We Congratulate Our  
2014-15 Scholarship Recipients 

For the past 14 years the Harvard Business School Club of New 
York has awarded full scholarships to individuals to attend      
executive education programs offered by the Harvard Business 
School Social Enterprise Initiative.  Proceeds from the Club’s 
Annual Leadership Dinner fund these scholarships.  Community 
Partners manages the selection process. For applications and 
eligibility, visit www.hbscnycommunitypartners.org. 

Governing for Nonprofit Excellence (GNE) 

Strategic Perspectives in Nonprofit Management (SPNM) 

COLIN SMITH | Executive Director, Change for Kids. Change 
for Kids provides a broad range of essential educational     
opportunities at under-resourced public elementary schools. 

LORI KLINGER | Artistic & Executive Director, Rosie’s 
Theater Kids. Rosie’s Theater Kids is an arts education 
organization dedicated to enriching the lives of children 
through the arts. 

RICHARD NIGHTINGALE | President & CEO, Westhab, Inc. 
Westhab’s mission is to build communities and change lives 
by developing and building high-quality affordable and      
supportive housing and by managing a wide variety of      
community development and social services programs. 

“I found the program to be extremely valuable in a 
uniquely HBS-way… the GNE program has helped me 
to understand the fiduciary, strategic and generative 
roles to be played by an effective non-profit board.”  

MARK LESCAULT | Board, Green Chimneys. Green        
Chimneys helps young people to maximize their full potential 
by providing residential, educational, clinical and recreational 
services that create and nurture connections to the             
community and the natural world. 

Performance Measurement for Effective Management of  

Nonprofit Organizations (PMNO) 

SPNM guides nonprofit Executive Directors and CEOs as they 
explore proactive methods for mastering nonprofit leadership in 
uncertain times.  

PMNO shows nonprofit leaders how to use organizational    
performance measurement to enhance the organization’s ability 
to deliver on its mission.  

     — Jon LaBerge, HBS MBA ‘84,  
GNE Scholarship Recipient 2014-15    

GNE is a leadership development program for nonprofit Board 
members that enables them to examine issues of critical       
concern to nonprofit boards and prepare for strategic planning 
and organizational transformation. 

JON LABERGE | Board, Webb Institute. Webb Institute is a 
unique college focused on undergraduate education in the 
disciplines of naval  architecture, marine  engineering, and 
ocean engineering. 

Community Partners 
Leadership Award  

In 2014-15, HBSCNY launched a new initiative, the  
Community Partners Leadership Award. The Award    
recognizes NYC area nonprofit organizations that have 
demonstrated excellence in leadership and organizational 
development, and in applying best practices to expand 
their impact in their served communities. Only our past 
Community Partners pro bono clients were eligible to  
apply. Four awards were granted: The Gold Award 
($25,000), Silver Award ($10,000) and two Bronze 
Awards ($2,000 each). 

GOLD AWARD 

SILVER AWARD 

Per Scholas works to break the cycle of      
poverty by providing technology education, training 
and career opportunities for low-income           
individuals. 

Bronx River Alliance provides a coordinated 
voice for the River and works in partnership to 
reclaim the corridor and Greenway. 

Lower East Side Tenement Museum preserves 
and interprets the history of immigration through 
personal experiences and enhances appreciation 
for the impact of immigration. 

New York City Gay and Lesbian Anti-Violence 
Project empowers lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, queer and HIV-affected communities 
and allies to end all forms of violence. 

BRONZE AWARDS 

Community Partners Leadership Award event on April 30, 2015: 
HBS Professor Kash Rangan (Co-Chair, HBS Social Enterprise 
Initiative) moderated a panel discussion with HBS alumni leaders 
of  nonprofit organizations, highlighting best practices in nonprofit 
management. From left to right, Adam Weinstein ‘89,               
Bertina Ceccarelli ‘93, Ariel Zwang ‘90, HBS Professor Kash 
Rangan. 



The Harvard Business School  Club of  New York  
Telephone:  212 -947 -7787 l  Fax:  212 -947 -5562 l  E -mai l :  communi typartners@hbscny.org  
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We Thank Our 2014-15 Volunteers 

  
 

 

Margaret Brown ‘84 Stacy Schwartz ‘03 

Andrew Cheskis ‘84 (Co-Chair) Charles Toder ‘62 

Richard Kane ‘68 Ava Zydor ‘84 (Co-Chair) 

Hal Kennedy ‘84 Dianna Raedle ‘93 (Emerita) 

Cornelius Marx ‘67 Ed Riegelhaupt ‘57 (Emeritus) 

Calvin Mew PMD ‘84 David Theobald ‘91 (Emeritus)  

Clare Peeters ‘00  

Community Partners is governed by a Board comprised of HBS 
alumni. The Board is committed to promoting public service and 
volunteerism within the HBS alumni community.  

Community Partners Board 2014-15 

Tara Abrahams ‘04*  

Julie Agostini ‘10  

Sofya Alterman ‘10  

Kristen Ankerbrandt ‘07  

Nicole Arnold ‘03*  

Kenneth Auspaker ‘09  

Simon Bachleda ‘02  

Asha Banker ‘02  

Henry Barkhorn ‘75  

Richard Barna ‘84  

Susan Becker ‘89*  

Charley Beever ‘78  

Lauren Bender ‘87 

Gadi  BenMark Markovitch ‘95  

Beverly Benz Treuille ‘71*  

Susan Berger ‘97  

Sparsh Bhargava ‘12*  

Maxine Botesazan ‘13*  

Kyle Brack ‘11  

Nancy Brenner ‘71  

Margaret Brown ‘84*  

Stanton Brown ‘98  

Kenneth Bruder ‘91*  

Kristin Burrows ‘02*  

Fu’ad Butt ‘13  

Scott Calidas ‘05  

Gabrielle Chaiban ‘92*  

Joy Chang ‘99*  

Joan Cheng ‘02*  

Kelly Cheng ‘06  

Brinda Cherian ‘10  

Andrew Cheskis ‘84  

Ian Chiang ‘11  

Leo Corbett ‘75*  

Catherine Corry ‘98*  

Jack Darrow ‘71  

Daniel Delmar ‘75  

Patrice Derrington ‘91  

Anusha Deshpande ‘14*  

Christopher Desir ‘11  

Deborah Devedjian ‘88  

Alexandria DeVito ‘13 

*Indicates Team Leader, Co-Team Leader or Brainstorming Moderator 

Erika Diamond ‘07  

Nicole Diamond ‘06*  

Mark Diker ‘96  

Pankil Doshi PLDA ‘10 

Mason Du PLDA ‘14 

Edward Dubin ‘95*  

Dean Dunbar ‘88  

Lars Enstrom ‘91  

William Ettelson ‘94  

Bill Ettleson ‘94  

Richard Feder ‘62  

James Fincher ‘03  

Mary Flannery ‘86  

Christine Fu ‘09  

Robert Gambee ‘66  

Jack Geary ‘05  

Bruce Gelfand OPM ‘91 

Anthony Gellert ‘97*  

Lisa Goldman Forgang ‘95* 

Emily Gopstein ‘09  

Jenifer Gorin ‘01  

Melinda Gould Konopko ‘91 

Leslie Green ‘71  

Doron Grosman ‘86  

Robert Hagemann ‘11  

Mary Hainsworth ‘86  

Janice Hamilton OPM ‘10 

Evan Harrel ‘87  

Adam Hetzler ‘09  

Norman Hinerfeld ‘53  

Joanne Hoffer ‘95  

Faye Iosotaluno ‘08  

Brittani Jackson ‘14  

Stephanie Jacoby ‘03*  

Rita Gail Johnson ‘88* 

Stephen Johnston ‘02  

Thomas Kadala ‘85  

Eugene Kakaulin ‘09  

Richard Kane ‘68  

Charles Kaplan ‘78 

David Kaplan ‘85*  

Christian Karega ‘13  

Arthur Katz ‘82  

Martin Keighley ‘99  

Hal Kennedy ‘84  

Stephen Keyser ‘76  

Tulika Khemani ‘09  

Chloe Kiernan ‘08*  

Bettina Klein ‘92*  

Leroy Knaus ‘61  

Rosy Ko ‘12  

Tracy Korman ‘90  

Vineet Kumar AMP ‘14* 

Robert Laidley ‘61  

Meg Langan ‘92  

Amy Langer ‘77  

Matthew Lee ‘14*  

Elizabeth Legris ‘14*  

Jennifer Lescott ‘02  

Scott Lichtman ‘94 

Joanne Lim ‘99  

Marc Litt ‘89  

Beatrice Liu ‘87  

Sandy Lynch ‘86*   

Olga Malkin ‘14  

Alex Mandl ‘02  

Cornelius Marx ‘67  

Antonio Mazzara TGMP ‘05 

Ellen McCain ‘96  

Kira Mendez ‘88*  

Katherine Menges ‘07  

Rebecca Menges ‘12  

Ephraim Mernick ‘13  

Calvin Mew PMD ‘84* 

Erin Miller ‘13  

Tejal Mody ‘03  

Joan Mokray ‘74  

Lauren Moses ‘07  

Kyle Mosley ‘13  

Anthony Muljadi ‘12  

Alanna Munoz ‘96  

Kathleen Murray AMP ‘93* 

Kenneth Murray ‘97  

Frank Murray ‘79  

Phyllis Nacey ‘91  

Victoria Nam ‘94  

Svetlana Ni ‘12  

Arndt Nicklisch ‘04  

Ioana Niculcea ‘12  

Mihaela Nistor GMP ‘14 

Michael Norwich ‘73  

Ria Nova ‘03  

Nataliya Novikova ‘09  

Daniel O’Brien ‘04*  

John O’Donnell ‘77*  

Lauren Ochoa ‘13  

Nestor Olivier ‘83  

Rosanne Ott AMP ‘13 

Mike Otten ‘67  

Anand Pathuri PLD ‘11 

Margaret Pederson ‘78  

James Peet ‘80*  

Clare Peeters ‘00*  

Steven Phillips ‘83  

Gary Pieringer ‘90  

Len Polaner ‘54  

Margaret Poster ‘76  

Barry Puritz ‘65*  

Sara Queen ‘97  

Zulema Quintans ‘08  

Dianna Raedle ‘93  

Rudmila Rahman ‘13  

Jane Ranzman ‘88 

John Reese ‘79  

Judson Reis ‘66  

Molly Rhodes ‘14  

Ed Riegelhaupt ‘57  

Alissa Rivin ‘86  

Guy Rutherfurd ‘68  

Michele Sachar ‘95  

Lauren Salem ‘07  

Brad Schrader ‘80  

Stacy Schwartz ‘03*  

Mason Sexton ‘72  

Amol Shah ‘13*  

Jessica Shannon ‘10  

 

Agam Sharma ‘07  

Marvin Shaub ‘64  

Marina Shevyrtalova ‘03  

Efrem Sigel ‘68*  

Andrew Silbiger ‘96*  

Jane Silfen ‘13  

Peter Siris ‘68*  

Philip Sirlin ‘77*  

Tatiana Stadukhina ‘09  

Cathy Stephenson ‘90  

Laura Stotz ‘99*  

Beth Strobel ‘96  

John Strohbeen OPM ‘77* 

Darren Sumter ‘95  

Alexis Sutera ‘03*  

Julia Sutton OPM ‘08 

Junji Takegami ‘05  

Elizabeth Tan Levy ‘11 

Rick Templeton ‘62  

David Theobald ‘91  

Shreesh Tiwari GMP ‘12 

Melodie Toby ‘75  

Charles Toder ‘62  

Andrew Traub ‘78  

Todd Unger ‘90  

Amy Vecchione ‘84  

Khota Wajima ‘12  

Gerald Walle ‘78*  

Lawrence Wein ‘65  

Ralph Weindling ‘53  

Eric Wong ‘07*  

Lisa Wood-Richardson ‘84  

Joseph Worth ‘79  

Douglas Wu ‘87  

Kathleen Yeh ‘13  

Ibrahim Youssef ‘12  

Jessica Ziegler ‘84  

Urvashi Zutshi AMP ‘14 

Ava Zydor ‘84*  

Cover photos courtesy of Angelica Escoto, Flamenco Vivo Carlota Santana; Giles Ashford, New York Sun Works; Staff Photographer, Pajama Program; Joann Gomez, Washington Heights CORNER Project (clockwise from top left)  


